HAMilton Safe.

Entrance Control System (ECS)
provides a tough first line of defense
against armed entry

This door will not open when the inside exit door is open

EXIT from this door is always allowed

This door will not open when the outside exit door is open

A person can NOT enter this door if:
1. A person is carrying a large mass of metal, or a firearm, that sets off the weapons detector
2. The outside door is open

Custom Configurations
We will design and build custom ECS units.

ADA Compliant
Hamilton's Entrance Control System (ECS)
helps prevent takeover robberies and large weapons use

Use the security system that establishes a line of defense outside your building. Hamilton Entrance Control’s unique and sophisticated entrance and exit monitoring system makes a takeover robbery almost impossible and can prevent criminals from bringing firearms such as handguns, shot-guns and assault rifles into your building.

The Hamilton Entrance Control System protects with:

- **Multi-level Monitoring System**: a metal detector and motion sensors are used to limit access through the entrance and exit to your building. This system makes it extremely difficult for more than one person to enter at the same time.

- **Bullet-resistant Glass**: standard configuration is Level 1 bullet resistive Riot Glass. Level 2 and Level 3 are optional.

- **Stainless-steel Construction**

- **Warning Alert**: key personnel are alerted whenever a metal mass reaches the detector. In the event of an alert, the inside entrance door remains locked until security personnel release it.

- **Optional Video Surveillance Package**

Entrance Control Console
The newly designed ECS console handles four to six entrance doors with touch-screen controls and allows complete control of all entrance and exit functions from one location.

- Weapons Detector Indicator
- Door Locking Control Switches
- Emergency Release Switch
- Admit Switch
- ECS Audio Console Panel
  - Full-duplex, crystal clear audio system

Hamilton’s Entrance Control System promotes employee and customer peace of mind
In addition to protecting your facility, Hamilton Entrance Control provides the equally important benefit of enhancing the safety of personnel and customers. They will appreciate knowing that this sophisticated system is increasing their protection while they are in your facility.

HAMILTON SAFE®
Manufacturers and providers of the latest in drive-up systems, modular vaults, vault doors, night depositories, physical security containers, alarm systems, safe deposit boxes and video surveillance equipment.

3143 Production Drive • Fairfield, OH 45014
Telephone: 513-874-3733 • FAX: 513-874-3967
Visit our website at: www.hamiltonsafe.com